
Protect all your data from unfriendly eyes!

Do you know that there is 80% risk someone throws an eye on your computer screen when you Work in public or open spaces?

Invented in 1990, 3M™ Privacy Filters are using the technology of “micro-louvers” to darken the screen. 3M Privacy Filters REMAIN Today’s Best protection on the market with a limited viewing angle of 30 ° EACH side of screen. Result: only the User Facing to the screen can read the displayed data, when what neighbors see is a black screen.

Highlights for 3M™ Black privacy filters:

- **Good clarity:** for Better readability of messages and documents, through amplification of transmitted light.
- **Scratch-resistant screens:** a “must have” while travelling, Thanks to the anti-abrasive protective layer provided by the filter.
- **The largest Privacy Filter product range:** suitable for all Computer Models, monitors and laptops, Mac as well as PC’s. Now also available for tablets and smartphones.